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Introduction
Not the least of the benefits of automating libraries and information
centers is the enhanced ability to monitor processes and services, to collect,
structure, analyze, and report critical or useful data hitherto largely
unavailable or excessively difficult and costly to obtain. Good manage-
ment of information requires good management information
information that is as cogent, correct, current, clear, concise, and complete
as cost effectiveness and enlightened decision-making demand. Computer-
aided information systems offer not only opportunities to gain new
insights into the services they support; they challenge the systems designer
to build in the feedback necessary to control and improve the systems
themselves.
The focus of this paper is computer-supplied management informa-
tion in the special library environment. The particular context is that of an
extensively computerized, corporate library network in a large research
and development organization Bell Laboratories.
Library Network Structure and Services
To help meet the information needs of its 24,000 people (of whom over
12,000 are scientists, engineers and managers),* Bell Laboratories has
developed a multi-unit library system, structured and managed as a tightly
integrated network. The present system is composed of twenty-five librar-
*A11 data, unless indicated otherwise, are as of April 1982.
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ies, a half dozen special information services, and several supporting units
serving nineteen Bell Laboratories and Western Electric sites in eight
states.
The primary goal of the library system is to provide to all employees,
however distant from company headquarters in Murray Hill, New Jersey, a
full spectrum of information services of comparable high quality, at
reasonable cost, quickly delivered. To this end, much emphasis is placed
on networking, on functional interdependency, resource pooling, respon-
sibility sharing, coordinated management, and commonality of systems,
standards and goals. To help make networking work, a mix of centralized
special services and decentralized standard services is employed, supported
by substantial computer, communications, delivery, and management
information systems.
Decentralization is preferred for the basic library functions, i.e., circu-
lation and reference services, certain information alerting and online
searching services, and the on-site supply of the book, journal and other
information services required to handle promptly the majority of local
information needs. Collection building, however, is not limited to local
needs; each library has responsibilities to the system and, as will be noted
later, coordinated resource management is one of the major targets and
operational realities of the network.
Centralized services encompass functions and resources needed
throughout the network that would be inefficient or uneconomical or
impossible to provide on a local level. Centralization also offers opportu-
nities for introducing and insuring common high standards and system-
wide service monitoring, as well as supplying the critical mass and
economies of scale necessary to justify certain specialized endeavors.
Among the operations that are centralized, but not all at one location, are:
acquisition, classification, cataloging, and the building and mainte-
nance of network databases for books, journals, internal technical
documents, and other resources;
information alerting services, including the regular publication of thir-
teen major announcement bulletins, a computer-aided system for selec-
tively disseminating internal technical documents, and an emerging
electronic bulletin system;
publication of a diversity of specialized information directories, catalogs,
indexes, pathfinders, and so forth;
information retrieval services using highly trained subject specialists,
skilled in machine and manual searching, to undertake the more
demanding information searches of both bibliographic and numeric
databases, compile specific and continuing bibliographies, and
supplement reference librarian services;
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computing information services, including specialized announcement
and index services, the handling of external requests for Bell Labs soft-
ware, and the operation of libraries specializing in computer informa-
tion to support numerous computing activities;
technical report services furnishing centrally a full range of acquisition,
announcement, request processing, and search services on domestic and
foreign technical reports of interest to Bell Labs;
translation services providing oral and written translations by on-site
staff or external assignment of all the major languages of science;
management information services, as outlined in part below, supplying
an extensive series of computer-compiled reports on library operations
and performance;
copyright royalty payment operations; and
information system design and development services charged with the
primary responsibility for designing, programming and establishing
new and improved information handling systems for the whole network.
Computer Systems
Supporting these services and almost every facet of library operations
is a complex of computer systems developed by the Bell Labs libraries since
the mid-1960s. The principal computer-aided functions and systems are
listed in figures 1 and 2 respectively. We shall note only sufficient details
about these systems to help place in proper perspective the information
management information they have been designed to provide. Additional
details about some of the systems and services are contained in an earlier
paper and its references.
1
Management Information
We shall address, in turn, examples of management information
relating to book selection, acquisitions, financial accounting, and catalog-
ing; serials control; information alerting, copying and royalty payments;
circulation operations, supply services, and resource management; and
finally, some retrieval services.
First, we shall discuss book selection. Two major imperatives apply to
collection building in a library network that operates as an integrated
system rather than as a loose consortium of essentially separate enterprises:
meeting local needs and coordinating total resources in a service- and
cost-effective way. Both these requirements have been significantly aided
by a computer-supported selection system implemented in Bell Laborato-
ries in 1975. In this system, used for both selection and weeding purposes,
"selection profiles" have been established for each library. These define
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COLLECTION BUILDING AND UPKEEP
CATALOGING AND INDEXING
INFORMATION ALERTING
DOCUMENT DISSEMINATION
CIRCULATION CONTROL AND REQUEST PROCESSING
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
PREPARATION OF PUBLICATIONS
TEXT COMPOSITION AND EDITING
SERVICE MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT FEEDBACK
FISCAL CONTROL
NETWORKING
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY PAYMENT
Fig. 1. Computer-Aided Functions in Bell Labs Library Network
not only the precise subject interest of the location served but the degree of
coverage or "collection level" appropriate for that library. Much pertinent
management information, including extensive statistical data available
from the network's online circulation system on subject usage by technical
departments and locations, together with input obtained from users
directly and other sources, contribute to the determination of interests.
Interests are defined by descriptor and classification number. Collection
levels are expressed numerically: = not yet defined; 1 = a representative,
basic collection; 2 = research -level coverage; and 3 implies all worthwhile
information published worldwide to support long-term research and
development interests. For every library, a profile statement and subject
index are computer-produced. Figure 3 is a portion of one library's state-
ment showing, for example, a level 3 interest in solid state physics. To help
coordinate selection on a total network basis, the overall subject interests of
all libraries are maintained in a master matrix, available to all, showing
the profile level for each library in each subject class. In figure 4, the
example, solid state physics (530.4), is shown to be an interest shared on
various levels by nine libraries.
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BELLTIP Book Acquisition and Cataloging System
BELLSER Serial Acquisition and Processing System
BELLREL Loan and Query System
BELLCAT Catalog Search System
BELLPAR Publication Announcement System
BELLTAB Technical Report Announcement System
MERCURY Internal Document Dissemination System
BELLPULL Internal Document Request Processing System
BELLPAY Copyright Royalty Accounting System
BELLCALL Online Shelflist
BELDEX Indexing System
Fig. 2. Computer-Aided Information Systems in Bell Labs Library Network
Management information systems should, of course, provide periodic
checks or analyses to reveal if they are being properly used. The selection
profile system has several reports of this kind. One is a "Dollars by Dewey"
performance report (see fig. 5) which shows for each subject, the number of
items purchased and the dollars spent by each library/level. Total titles
held by each library are also given. A companion analysis identifies all
purchases made at the zero (undefined) level a situation compelling
attention at profile review time.
Items selected for network libraries under the coordinated profile
system are submitted to the BELLTIP book acquisition, accounting and
cataloging system operational since January 1972. In this system, input
terminals coupled to a large central computer submit order information,
receipt and invoice data, cataloging details, file changes, and various
queries. Output includes order forms, cancellation and claim notices,
financial summaries, "in-process" reports, and much additional data that
enable management to monitor purchases, work processes and other areas.
Up-to-date process and accounting status reports may be obtained online
from any of the many terminals throughout the network. Figure 6 illus-
trates use of the online in-process file facility to determine if a particular
book has been ordered and, if so, its status. In this example, a keyword
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search was made for the book, Soul of a New Machine; two libraries are
shown to have ordered and just received the item. Another online report is
particularly useful in monitoring the overall status of items flowing
through the acquisitions/invoicing/cataloging system of BELLTIP. This
report, the In Process File Scoreboard, permits a manager not only to
determine how many items are in any given status (e.g., on order, in
cataloging, etc.) but to compare the current status with a selected earlier
date, say one month ago, as shown in figure 7. Scoreboard reports not only
book copies, or book titles as appropriate, but machine words i.e., disk
space in use for the system manager.
Other insight into problem situations in the BELLTIP world e.g.,
books remaining too long in a particular state such as cataloging or
invoicing is provided automatically in a series of specific offline reports.
On the financial side, online accounting reports, not shown, give to-the-
moment information on payments, commitments, budgets, and percent
committed for any or all libraries specified. Supplier account information
is similarly available online. Still another report, available in both online
and offline versions, provides valuable information on vendor perfor-
mance. This report summarizes average order costs, discount percentages,
delivery times, and number of claims and cancellations for each vendor
over a period of time; the document's usefulness to management in renew-
ing purchase orders and maintaining effective supply sources is obvious
and substantial.
Several of the information tools helpful to catalogers in managing
their activities may be of interest. One is a simple online facility,
BELLCALL, for determining if a newly-selected call number is already in
use; the video display response identifies the two closest neighbors on
either side (see fig. 8). Another tool, useful in managing the large, special-
ized subject headings authority database, is a periodic printout of all the.
headings used with a given class number (see fig. 9) and another printout of
all the class numbers associated with a given heading. These instruments
are helpful in developing standardized headings for the selection profile
system, for reclassifying parts of the collection, and for adapting or refin-
ing subject headings to the specificity required in a high-technology
environment. Still another management report useful to catalogers, but
especially to library supervisors for collection management, is the Related
Editions Report which identifies all the editions held of titles held in more
than one edition in any library in the network; multiple editions may or
may not be justified, but they should be scrutinized. This report, and
another listing books by publication date, are of substantial help in keep-
ing collection growth, and shelf space, under control. The principal
management aids generated by the BELLTIP acquisitions, cataloging and
accounting system are summarized in figure 10.
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Please give cutoff date (today is 3728)
= 3698
The following copies are inadequate for order
326025A 1
326600A 1
The following titles are inadequate for cataloging
199297C
The In Process File includes:
Copies
Requisitioned
On Order
Claimed
Standing Orders
In Cataloging
In Preparations
Sent
Sent Direct
Cancelled
Aborted
Titles
Supporting Order
Orig. Cataloging
Catalog Changes
Invoice Traces
Total Now
# entries # words
136
3944
665
51
1193
1179
1842
104
121
6208
2524
1271
234
3768
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= 001.6424P27/F79p
Nothing on file for call number #001.6424P27/F79p
Books with close call numbers follow
001.6424P27/E36p + 153174
EISENBACH, S./ PASCAL PROGRAM
001.6424P27/F49p + 122510
FINDLAY, W./ PASCAL
001.6424P27/G74I + 176818
GRAHAM, N. INTROD PASCAL
001.6424P27/G87p + 149623
GROGONO, P. PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL
Fig. 8. BELLCALL Online Call Number Facility
including circulation and alerting bulletin statistics, user reactions, etc.
Especially helpful are two BELLSER reports: one an alpha listing of all
current serial subscriptions and their prices; the other, a price-ordered list,
high to low, of all serials (see fig. 12). Clearly, the high-cost journals at the
top of the list get particular scrutiny.
Strong emphasis is placed in the Bell Labs Library Network on
information alerting and dissemination services. As already noted, thirteen
different computer-compiled announcement bulletins addressed to partic-
ular subjects and audiences are regularly produced. Supplementing these
network media are a number of local library bulletins that focus on the
special interests of a given laboratory location. Another major component
of the current information alerting service is MERCURY, a computer-
driven system for selectively disseminating internal reports. Electronic
versions of the bulletins are also being developed.
How are these alerting services kept on target? Substantial manage-
ment information is available to the editors, primarily from the computer
equency wave equency
Selection Profile Management - Indexes, Matrices, Dollars
Online In Process File - Order Status, etc.
Online Accounting - Library, Budgets, Expenditures
Online Process Overview (Scoreboard)
Monitoring/Action Reports - Ordering, Cataloging, Invoicing, etc.
Vendor Performance Analysis
Call Number Usage (BELLCALL)
Subject Heading/Classification Number Analyses
Related Editions, Dated Publications
Fig. 10. Some Management Aids from the BELLTIP Acquisitions,
Cataloging, Accounting System
Displays library accounts for serials
Expenditures, encumbrances, budgets, % committed
For all libraries, some, or single library
Displays vendor accounts
For all or specified vendors
For all or specified libraries
Displays vendor inflation factor
For all or specified vendors
Handles online changes in cost and budget data
Fig. 11. MONEY, an Online Management Information Facility in the
BELLSER Serials System
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systems used to process the article request traffic and to record copyright
royalty payment obligations. The bulletin request program, for example,
employs information about the journal and the requester (e.g., depart-
ment, location) to compile a rich statistical record of usage; among the
analyses routinely made are various rank orderings of the journals covered
in the bulletins by articles announced, total requests, announced/re-
quest ratios, etc. These data greatly assist in determining which of the
many competing journals should be regularly indexed; although heavy
use is made of external data sources, many journals must still be indexed
in-house and careful attention to profitability is necessary. A similar
approach is taken for the technical reports bulletin; analyses of the "hit"
rates of each of the bulletin's many subject categories help in refining
coverage and maintaining an overall hit rate of 80 percent or better.
BELLPAY, the copyright royalty payment system begun in 1978,
provides further valuable insights into journal usage. One report from the
system (see fig. 13) summarizes the demand for journal articles by time
i.e., by the date of publication. This provides a perspective of substantial
consequence in managing costly serial resources.
We now consider the management information which the online
circulation system (BELLREL) has been designed to supply. The princi-
pal reports are listed in figure 14. The most important is the Titles in
Demand list, produced weekly to identify all book titles for which there is a
total of five or more people waiting anywhere in the network (see. fig. 15).
The two-line entry for each title shows the number of people waiting at
each location, the number of copies available, copies on order (as learned
from the BELLTIP acquisition system) or missing, and the ratio of copies
to requesters in the waiting queue. (In figure 15, the book by Ball, Algo-
rithms for RPN Calculators, has forty-six people waiting, sixcopiesavail-
able or on order, and hence a ratio of eight.) Using this list, library
supervisors hold a weekly teleconference to decide what additional pur-
chases should be made to help meet demands and keep response time short.
Counter balancing this "hot" list is a "cold" list, the Zero Activity Report,
run at least annually to identify titles that have had little or no recorded use
in a specified time span. This list, along with such other management data
as the principal users of a given subject class, are distinctly helpful in
purging the collection, conserving space and saving money.
Several of the other BELLREL management reports listed in figure 1 4
might be noted. The weekly Reserve Queue Aging Report identifies
requests not satisfied within a specified time period because of some
hangup such as the loss of the book. The Get Off the Shelf Report points to
all cases where the system says (1) a request exists, (2) a copy is, in fact,
available to meet the need, but (3) for some reason the item has not yet been
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Titles in Demand
Zero Activity Report
Reserve Queue Aging
Get Off the Shelf
Missing Items
Circulation Data - Library, Subject, User Dept. Correlations
Fig. 14. Some Management Aids from the BELLREL Circulation System
is, of course, often the subject of online searches. In addition to biblio-
graphic retrieval, however, bibliometric studies are frequently a most
appropriate exercise of interactive searching powers. Quantitative anal-
yses of a body of literature to assemble, say, data on the leading crystallo-
graphic journals or the principal contributors to the field of magnetic
bubbles, can be of much interest to information, and other managers.
Online searching also generates statistics helpful in monitoring and meas-
uring the systems and databases used, cost trends, searcher activity by
library and time and type of search, and so on. Extensive compilations of
these kinds of data are regularly given to management by the Bell Labs
Information Retrieval Service.
Conclusion
We have touched briefly on some of the numerous variants of manage-
ment information reports that can be made available in a computer-
supported special library. Much of the satisfaction of working with
automated systems derives from power and responsiveness of the systems in
providing decision-aiding data. As most information managers recognize,
however, the very ease with which elegant compilations of all kinds can be
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produced may encourage excesses in reporting. The results may be
unhappy (see. fig. 16).
Excesses in Information Supply, Frequency, Complexity
I
Information Overload, Noise
1
Information Disregard, Rejection
1
Decisions On Assumptions, Past History, Hopes, Wind Direction
i
Poor Management, Trouble
Fig. 16. Management Information Systems Perils
Professionals engaged in the uncertainties of the information transfer
process, striving to couple information need to information source pre-
cisely, swiftly and economically, need all the help they can get. The value
to information managers of a carefully defined, coherent management
information program can hardly be overstated.
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